Public Meeting of the Joint Engineering Team (JET)
November 16, 2021  12-2PM ET
This meeting will be held virtually

National Coordination Office for Networking and Information Technology R&D (NCO/NITRD)
490 L’Enfant Plaza SW, Suite 8001, Washington, DC 20024

Agenda

1) Administrative Matters
   a. FOIA announcement
   b. Agenda adjustments
   c. Minutes of the October 2021 meeting of the JET – Paul Love

2) PCAP Analytics using PacketTotal – Jamin Becker (30 min)

3) SC21 NRE brief – Joe Mambretti, Basil Decina and Linden Mercer

4) Continued discussion of the JET’s tasking on tools to help with inter-domain issues – all

5) Round Tables:
   a. Operational network security
   b. Networks
   c. Exchange Points

6) Meetings of Interest
   Nov 6-12   IETF 112, virtual
   Nov 14-19  SC21, St. Louis, MO, hybrid meeting
   Jan 16-19, 2022  PTC’22, Honolulu, HI
   Feb 9-10   The Quilt Winter Meeting, virtual
   Feb 14-16  NANOG 84, Austin, TX
   Mar 1-3    SupercomputingAsia 2022, Singapore
   Mar 7-11   APAN53, Bangladesh
   Mar 19-25  IETF 113, Bangkok, Thailand
   Apr 24-27  ARIN 49, Nashville, TN
   May 22-25  Internet2 Global Summit
   Jun 13-17  TNC22, Trieste, Italy

7) Update from the LSN’s Annual Planning Meeting including tasking to the JET for CY2022 – Rich Carlson

8) Upcoming JET meetings:
    n.b.: It is anticipated that JET meetings will remain virtual for the foreseeable future.
    a. Dec 21  12-2PM ET, virtual n.b. Will be held only if needed 2022
    b. Jan 18  12-2PM ET, virtual
    c. Feb 15  12-2PM ET, virtual

Zoom: https://nitrd.zoomgov.com/j/1600719444?pwd=c0lZWEw3RjFQdWlyZkpK3VHUXdCZz09
Meeting ID: 160 071 9444  Meeting passcode: 661350
Teleconference: 646 828-7666(New York)/669 216-1590(San Jose)      PIN: 1600719444#